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Facts & figures

Key figures
Assets under Management:

EUR 1,8 billion

Average return:

11.9% (over 30y)

Stock market listing:

NYSE Euronext

Employees:

100+

Offices:

Antwerp, Paris, Munich,
The Hague

Gimv’s Shareholders
35%

27%

53%
35%

Organisation
Buyouts &
Growth

Buyouts & Growth
Venture Capital
Co-investment funds
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Institutional Investors

Portfolio by activity
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Belgium

SW / Internet
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Other funds…

Since 2005 active in Cleantech, we built an experienced
investment team and a diversified portfolio
Strong multi sector experience
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Very stable set of fundamental drivers for Cleantech
Climate
Change

Energy supply
security

Urbanization

Scarcity of
Resources

Environmental
concerns

• CO2 emissions drive
global warming

• Geo-political balance is
changing

• Urban areas constantly
growing

• Economies outgrow
accessible reserves

• Improved socioeconomic level

• Global efforts to reduce
CO2 emissions

• Concerns about energy
supply security

• Inadequate solutions
for water, waste, etc.

• Increasing prices &
market volatility

• Environmental
awareness is rising

• De-carbonize energy,
mobility & industrial
production

• Nations aim to reduce
supply dependence

• New technologies
needed to improve
mega cities

• Low-resource and
recycling solutions
needed

• Consumers pull for
sustainable products

Huge need for innovation & more sustainable solutions across many sectors:
Industrial production, construction, mobility and private consumption
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Nevertheless, Cleantech investing is challenging
Risk - Return
Technology risk
Market risk
Regulatory risk
Execution risk
Financing risk
Exit

Perception
• Things work in a lab prototype but not at industrial scale
• Proof at industrial scale takes lots of time & money
• Broad market adoption takes more time than expected
• Long term stability of subsidies are unclear
• Regulation often lags product development
• Lobbying renders decisions unpredictable
• Limited talent pool, few repeat entrepreneurs
• Convictions and hard business decisions can collide
• Number of syndication partners decreasing
• IPO rarely valid form of financing
• Limited history of VC backed exits with solid valuations

Potential mitigation strategies
• Access public funds for technology
development; optimize use of capital
• Diversify commercial approach; find
existing entry markets
• Actively engage with the regulator; inform
and shape regulation
• Form balanced teams with Cleantech
experts & experienced entrepreneurs
• Optimize capital intensity of business
model; partner with corporates (VCs)
• International approach required; try to
address multiple buyer universes

Finding a repeatably working risk-return balance
for Cleantech VC investments is a point still to be solved
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Despite all challenges, we invest in Cleantech
McPhy

PE International

• The need for energy storage will create a massive
market opportunity; Hydrogen will take part of it

• Corporates need software solutions for more efficient
and effective sustainability management

• McPhy’s technology offers highest volume density at
low pressure, is highly efficient and massively scalable

• PE International built tools on the basis of deep know
how in sustainability consulting across many sectors

• Due to regulatory uncertainties for storage business
models, we see the need for a second market
(industrial on site H2 supply)

• CO2 focused solutions provide limited added value
based on specific CO2 regulation; PE’s product depth
offers all sustainability dimensions and links the
corporate view with product level life cycle analysis

Novopolymers

Greenwatt

• Energy from PV cells will be a fundamental part of global
future energy generation

• Industrial & agricultural organic waste streams offer a
significant untapped monetization potential

• NP’s encapsulant materials offer serious optimisation
potential to increase module efficiency and lifetime

• Greenwatt’s technology offer industrial players a
profitable local biogas plant fed by captive feedstock

• Market dynamics make it hard to compete with the
production scale in Asia; NP’s flexible business model
and solid internationalisation strategy needed to succeed

• Feed-in tariffs and local regulation differs widely across
Europe; Gimv’s broad European presence and a strong
corporate co-investor help to adopt to several markets
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We remain optimistic about Cleantech investing
• Drivers for Cleantech are getting stronger and stronger
• Investors, entrepreneurs and the entire community is becoming increasingly experienced
• Acquirers and IPO markets will acknowledge the growing market potential
• Long term oriented investors will provide further funds for Cleantech innovation

Gimv is well positioned for Cleantech
Successful

Pan-European
Player

Wealth of
Knowledge

Solid Investor

Active
Partnership

We actively enlarge investment criteria
Typical early to
mid stage VC
deals

Buy-Out
opportunities

Typical late
stage VC deals

Solid
business –
lower riskreturn profile

Financial
“re-cap”
situations
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